Dear Listening Friend,
But let all those that put their trust in thee rejoice: let them ever shout for joy, because thou
defendest them: let them also that love thy name be joyful in thee. Psalm 5:11

God is doing some amazing things here at KIBC. All Summer we have been
raising money for the new equipment that the FCC has mandated for the Emergency
Alert System. It was going to be about $3,00.00. By going in with some other stations
we were able to purchase ours for $2,200. God used many of you to make this become a
reality. About the time we purchased this our main transmitter broke down. We have
been able to transmit on very low power but have had trouble getting the main
transmitter fixed. Besides the difficulty in finding the right parts, some parts are not
even able to be shipped until December.
God has been burdening us for some time that what we really need is to upgrade
our old tube transmitter to a solid state. The one that would work best for us retails for
$21,000. This is so far beyond us that all we could do is go to our knees and cry out to
an Almighty God. I believe that is the way God wants it to be. If we can do it on our
own than we get the credit. But when it is impossible He gets all the glory.
Let me share a little bit of God's faithfulness. A couple of months ago a check for
$500.00 came in from a dear listener. I thought, “thank you Lord, this is the start of a
transmitter fund.” The same day an insurance bill also came in the mail for exactly
$500.00. What I thought was for one need was exactly what was needed for another.
“Before they call I will answer” Just last week a check for $1,000 came in and again I
was excited about starting a transmitter fund. But again the property rent at the
transmitter site and current bills used up every penny. Checks for 10, 25, 50, and 100
dollars have come in from each of you during this difficult economic time and we are so
grateful. God has timed each one to meat a specific need. But we are still crying out for
an answer to our transmitter problem.
We like the answer to come right away. We like to be in control and make things
happen. God uses delays to build our faith and strengthen our love of Him. This week
the windows of heaven have opened and poured out a blessing that there has not been
room enough to receive it. Through circumstances beyond our control a new solid state
transmitter has been made available at an excellent price. Some other donors have come
up with $12,000 to go toward this purchase. Several other individuals and churches
have also emailed or called saying they are praying and want to be involved. The new
transmitter is being shipped and should arrive by the end of the month. Only God can
do the impossible and He gets all the glory. REJOICE with us for God's provision. He
has done exceedingly abundantly above all we could ask or think.
Pray for God's protection in transporting and installing the New Transmitter.
Pray for the remaining funds needed to complete this project.
Pray for listeners to respond to the message of God's salvation and that they might be
strengthened in their faith through the songs and spoken Word.
Humbled but gratefully rejoicing in God's abundant supply, KIBC Staff

